Emerald Cave Recordings
The Emerald Cave Recordings are an anthology of unique, long-playing, extremely high-quality
publications in audio CD format, all featuring an extensive assortment of “Nature Sounds,”
nearly (99.9%) free of all human-made sounds. These “as-is” recordings represent just a few of
the hundreds of “live” samplings acquired over a period of a few years in all seasons and
assorted climatic conditions. All tracks are authentic reproductions, as if you were sitting at the
focal point between the pair of widely spaced microphones, in the middle of the woods, as
Nature presents Her “Concerts for all Seasons.” All tracks have been prepared with no
enhancements, no loops or repeats (all unique), and no mixing. Nature’s tones and timber,
melodies, rhythms, instrumentation, composition, orchestration, and presentation set a standard
that all human sounds fail to emulate, even from the best of human composers, arrangers, and
performers. These trips into pure Nature are the new definition of “Reality CDs.”

Offerings:
Title
Emerald Cave
Collections Box
1

Part#
ECC1

Torrential
Potentials

EC1

3 Dawns with
Merlin

EC2

Follow the Drop;
Before & After

EC3

Rinse & Dry

EC4

Springing Voices

EC5

Nature
Renewing
Naturally

EC6

Gaia’s Ovation

GO1

ISBN

Playing
Time:

Featured Sounds

097618480-X
097618481-8
097618482-6
097618483-4
097618484-2
097618485-0
097618486-9

Six Volume set of the (below) listed CDs:
EC1→EC6; almost eight hours total.

097618487-7

2h,
38m,49s

Wholesale
Price ea.

$18.00

1h, 18m,
38s
1h, 19m,
47s
1h, 19m,
44s
1h, 19m,
54s
1h, 19m,
30s

Thunder claps & rolls with
varying periods of rain
“Spring” BIRDS alive with
astonishing aural delicacies
A thunderstorm followed by
running “crick” water
A mammoth Thunderstorm &
“gusting winds”
“Spring” BIRDS with many
surprises

$3.00

1h, 19m,
0s

Thunderstorms; Rain & Birds,
oodles of diversity
2 CD set featuring 316 unique
Thunder Thingy’s (short &
long; claps & rolls)

$3.00

$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00

$6.00

These are
“fantastic”
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Emerald Cave Recordings
How to Obtain:
GUSTECH Publishing provides all of its audio CD products using wholesale distribution only.
Our current relationships with resellers include deep-discounted inventory and consignment
stocking, light bulk shipments, “drop shipping” services, and “fund-raising” support services.
Since we desire to share-the-wealth, we do not sell retail ourselves.
When a new retailer opens an account with GUSTECH, we send several files containing various
sales documents and support flyers, some of which may be modified to suit the individual needs
of the retailer. We send a high resolution JPEG of the CD label for the ECC1 product, and can
send individual CD label JPEGs on request to support sales and advertising activities.
We supply, on indefinite loan, an Emerald Cave “Nature” Recordings Sampler Audio CD to
shop-based resellers, and to “show” vendors, for your customers’ listening enjoyment. This 57
minute Sampler CD is not for sale, and has no ISBN assignment. The first six tracks present
only 8 minutes and 30 seconds (≈ 10.8% of ≈79 minutes per CD) of sample sounds from each of
the six CDs (EC1→EC6) listed (in the table). The seventh track is a 6-minute compilation
consisting of just 1 minute each of these six CDs.
For feedback or general inquiries, please contact us at your convenience.
Thomas W. Gustin
GUSTECH
(a.k.a. The Emerald Cave)

3760 Engle Mill Road
Xenia, Ohio 45385-9719
gustech@erinet.com
www.gustech.biz
937-376-2016
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